[Analysis of Bioelectrical Impedance for Identification].
Based on bioelectrical impedance theory and pattern recognition algorithm,we in this study measured varieties of people’s bioelectrical impedance in hands and identified different people according to their bioelectrical impedance.We designed a bioelectrical impedance collection circuit with AD5933 chip to measure the impedance in different people’s hands,and we obtained the bioelectrical impedance spectrum for each person under 1-100 kHz electrical stimulation.We calculated the segmentation slopes of bioelectrical impedance spectrum,and took the slopes as characteristic parameters.In order to promote the recognition rate and prevent the overfitting of the model,we divided the people into the training set and the test set,and designed a 3layer back propagation neural network model to train and test the samples.The results showed that back propagation neural network model could identify the test set effectively.The recognition rate of the training sets was as high as 97.62%,recognition rate of validation sets was88.79%,recognition rate of test sets was 86.34%,and the synthetical recognition rate was 94.22%.It gives a clue that the network can perfectly recognize people in the training network as well as strangers that comes from the outside of the tests.Our work can verify the feasibility and reliability of using bioelectrical impedance and pattern recognition algorithm for identification,and can provide a simple and supplementary way to identify people.